Abstract. Casual observation suggests that when the elements of a visual array are packed at a sufficiently high density they cohere to generate the percept of a texture. This 'texture-coherence limit' has been quantified by using arrays composed of Gabor functions, sixth Gaussian derivatives, or differences of Gaussians. In all cases the texture-coherence limit was a power-law function of the size of the elements as quantified by their space constants with an exponent averaging 0.7. Furthermore, the texture-coherence limit was independent of both element spatial frequency and contrast over a considerable range. A quantitative fit to the data is provided by a model in which the texture-coherence limit is determined by activation of complex cells, which pool a spatial range of subunit inputs, throughout the stimulus region. Possible extensions to two dimensions are considered.
Introduction
Unlike work in most other experimental domains, reports in the visual texture literature rarely begin with a definition of their central subject. Indeed, texture turns out to be very difficult to define (Bergen 1991; Wilkinson 1990) . The stimuli used in texture studies are generally characterized by a dense homogenous distribution of similar small components, which at a coarser spatial scale gives rise to a uniform appearance in terms of such properties as lightness and granularity. In the world outside the laboratory, arrays of wheat in a field, hairs on a dog, or bricks in a wall would all be considered examples of surface texture when viewed from a sufficient distance. In the laboratory artificial textures consist either of dense distributions of arbitrary micropatterns or of random noise, often filtered to retain information at selected orientations and spatial scales.
Clearly, component density is a cardinal feature of a texture, but the issue of how dense an array must be to be considered a texture has rarely been examined. There are two ways this might be approached. One is to examine how the visual operations we attribute to 'textural processing' are affected as density is varied. The sort of measures that might be considered are texture segmentation (detection of texture boundaries) and determination of shape (slant or curvature) from textured arrays. The work of Nothdurft (1985) has indicated that strength of segmentation of micropattern arrays (oriented line elements) varies as a function of both element length and element spacing. Work along similar lines by Sagi and Julesz (1987) also points to density as a critical aspect of preattentive processing, and suggests that the critical density may be a function of element size.
In a recent study, we have taken a more direct approach to the study of the relationship between element density and the percept of texture (Wilkinson and Peterson 1989) . Using stimuli such as those shown in figure 1, we asked subjects to classify arrays as either 'textures' or 'elements' according to whether the array appeared to them as a solid textured surface, like a checkered tablecloth, or as a group of distinct and separate objects. Subjects had no difficulty making this distinction, switching abruptly from one category to another as the spatial properties of the array varied. Two basic is greater than about 1 deg, array (a) would typically be classified as a texture and (b) as separate objects, (c) Proportion classified as texture as a function of center-to-center spacing: data for one subject (MP) on the two-dimensional texture task employed by Wilkinson and Peterson (1989) , showing abrupt shift in percept as center-to-center spacing of elements increases.
findings were that for these two-dimensional broadband patterns, the switch-over point was determined by the center-to-center spacing between elements independent of element size, and that the critical spacing increased with increasing retinal eccentricity. In order to more fully clarify the mechanism underlying this perceptual switch, we have carried out a similar investigation by using stimuli which are more tractable to analysis in terms of neural properties at early stages of the visual system. The elements making up our arrays were chosen to have bandpass spatial-frequency spectra with narrow bandwidths. Two of our element classes also had bandpass orientation properties. Second, the arrays were limited to a single dimension, orthogonal to the orientation of individual elements, and thus formed one-dimensional ribbons rather than two-dimensional arrays.
Methods

Stimuli
The stimulus arrays consisted of two strings of micropatterns centered 1.9 deg above and below a central fixation cross (see figure 2) . In all conditions, each micropattern string had a total horizontal extent of approximately 9.5 deg, and individual elements were equally spaced. Three classes of micropattern were used-6th derivative of Gaussian (D6), Gabor, and circular difference of Gaussian (DOG)-as described below. All three element types are described in terms of their space constants (a x ), defined as the distance from the center of the element at which its amplitude envelope decreases to 1/e. . Two examples of stimulus arrays composed of D6 elements. When viewing from an appropriate distance, such that the total width of the arrays was 9.5 deg and the space constant of the elements (a x ) was 0.095 deg, subjects reported the stimulus in the upper panel as "cohering" (0.38 deg separation) and the stimulus in the lower panel as "not cohering" (0.95 deg separation).
2.1.1 D6 elements. The horizontal luminance distribution of these elements is defined by D6 with a space constant o x . These elements were windowed vertically with a Gaussian of space constant {a y )\
C is the element contrast, and L is the mean luminance. The Fourier bandwidth at half amplitude of a D6 is 1.0 octaves and its peak spatial frequency is
KG D6 elements were selected because they have an even-symmetric profile, a relatively narrow spatial-frequency bandwidth (1 octave), and their mean luminance equals that of the background (ie there is no DC component).
Gabor elements.
A Gabor element consists of a Gaussian-windowed sinusoidal grating in one (here the X or horizontal) dimension, also multiplied by a Gaussian in the orthogonal (Y) dimension:
These elements are defined in terms of their carrier spatial frequency (co) and their horizontal (cr Y ) and vertical (cr y ) space constants. All Gabor elements were presented in sine phase (odd-symmetric) in order to eliminate a DC component. The spatial frequency and space constant (size or spread) of a Gabor may be manipulated independently, permitting us to evaluate the contribution of each of these factors to the coherence threshold.
2.1.3 DOG elements. These elements were defined as the difference of two circular Gaussians having space constants of a and 1.5cr, respectively:
Unlike the D6 and Gabor elements, circular DOGs are nonoriented, and were introduced to examine the possibility that the results obtained with the other two array types were related to their narrow orientation bandwidths. The Fourier bandwidth at half amplitude of a DOG is 1.7 octaves, and its peak spatial frequency is 0.256
2.1.4 Element parameters. In the main part of the experiment, three values of a x were tested for each element class: 0.095, 0.19, and 0.38 deg. Some subjects were also tested with a fourth D6 array {G X = 0.76 deg). The height (<r v ) of the D6 and Gabor elements was 0.57 deg in all conditions. The Gabor carrier spatial frequency (co) was 6.6 cycles deg" 1 for the main experiment; values of 1.6, 3.3, and 13.2 cycles deg" 1 were also examined in three subjects. Element contrast was 60% for all element classes. Two subjects were retested at contrasts of 15% and 30% for some stimulus conditions. All stimuli were generated on an Apple monochrome display controlled by a MacII-VX computer. A linearized lookup table provided Z-axis linearity. Mean screen luminance was 70 cd m~2 for all stimulus conditions.
Procedure
Subjects were seated before the screen in a dimly illuminated room. A chin-and-forehead rest was used in all conditions. Subjects fixated a small cross at the center of the uniformly illuminated screen and initiated each trial with a key press. After a brief delay, the stimulus array appeared on the screen for a duration of 100 ms, after which the screen returned to uniform luminance. The subjects' task was to classify each stimulus as either "cohering" or "not cohering". Coherence was described to them as "looking glued together, looking like a textured ribbon" and noncoherence as "each element is seen individually, as a separate object". Subjects did not find this distinction difficult to make and, as will be seen below, their judgments were very consistent over time, an effect we have previously reported for two-dimensional texture arrays (Wilkinson and Peterson 1989) .
Element contrast was 60% in all conditions, except where noted otherwise. Within a test run, the element type (D6, Gabor, DOG) and size (a x and, for Gabors, co) were held constant. The spacing between elements was varied in small steps across trials to determine an estimate of coherence limit. Total array width was held as nearly constant as possible (approximately 9.5 deg) by varying the total number of elements. Slight variability was inevitable as arrays always contained an integer number of elements. Typically twenty trials with each of seven element spacings were presented in random order within a test run; each subject completed five runs with each element size. The order of presentation of element sizes was randomized across runs. Testing with DOG arrays was carried out after the completion of testing with D6 and Gabor stimuli.
Subjects
One of the authors (FW) and four additional individuals, three of whom were naive as to the issues being examined, served as subjects for the experiment involving the D6 and Gabor elements. Two of these subjects (FWand JC) were also tested in the conditions with the DOG elements, along with a new naive subject who had not participated in the previous conditions. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.
3 Results Subjects had no difficulty performing the tasks, and performance showed very little within-condition variability. Each subject's data for each experimental run were fit with Quick (1974) or Weibull (1951) functions from which we estimated the spacing at which judgments of coherence would be predicted to occur on 50% of trials. This critical spacing will be referred to as the coherence limit.
The pattern of results was very similar across all subjects. The coherence limit was found to increase with the space constant (G X ) of the elements for each of the three stimulus classes (D6, Gabor, DOG). In figures 3a and 3b the data for the two subjects tested on all three stimulus classes are displayed. Each point on the graphs represents the mean of five test runs; standard errors are in most cases smaller than the symbols. For each stimulus class the relationship between a x and the coherence limit is well described by a power function. The exponents of the power functions are very similar, ranging from 0.65 to 0.76 for subject JC and from 0.72 to 0.81 for subject FW. For a given value of a x , the critical spacing was greatest for DOG elements, intermediate for D6 elements, and smallest for Gabor patches. The four remaining subjects showed the same pattern of results. In all cases, coherence limit increased with increasing G X . The three subjects tested on both D6 and Gabor patterns all showed larger coherence limits for D6 elements at each a x value. A summary of the power-law exponents for each array type may be found in table 1.
The combined results for the six subjects are summarized in figure 3c . Group data for D6 and Gabor elements were examined by using repeated-measures ANOVA with space constant and stimulus class as factors. Both main effects were significant (p < 0.001). While this analysis could not be extended to include the DOG data because only two of the same subjects were tested, it is clear that the across-subject pattern of differences parallels the within-subject pattern described above. 
Effect of contrast
In addition to the 60% -contrast condition described above, two subjects (SA and FW) were tested with D6 elements of 15% and 30% contrast. The results for one of these subjects at two space constants are presented in figure 4 . It is clear that over the range tested, varying contrast does not affect the coherence limit. The difference in coherence limit for the two space constants was maintained at all contrasts examined.
Effect of spatial frequency
The size and peak spatial frequency of D6 and DOG elements covary, as both are determined by their space constants. However, these measures are separately determined in the case of the Gabor element-the peak spatial frequency by the spatial frequency of the carrier grating, and the size predominantly by the space constant of the Gaussian envelope. In the original Gabor conditions carrier spatial frequency was held constant while the space constant varied. In order to assess whether carrier spatial frequency exerts an independent effect on the coherence limit, three subjects (ES, SA, FW) were tested with Gabor elements of four spatial frequencies separated by 1-octave steps (1.6-13.2 cycles deg -1 ) and with a fixed space constant (G X = 0.19 deg). Subject FW was also tested with a larger space constant at two of the same carrier spatial frequencies. The results for all three subjects are shown in figure 5. It is clear that carrier spatial frequency exerted little effect on coherence limit, whereas the effect of space constant was maintained across carrier frequencies. When the data were fit with power functions, the slopes were in all cases negative, and ranged from -0.02 to -0.21, indicating a very slight reduction in coherence limit as spatial frequency increases.
Model
What sort of neural mechanism might underlie the perceptual grouping of elements at spacings below the coherence limit? We consider here one hypothesis, namely that when a local region of the visual field is stimulated by a dense array of input falling within the same orientation and spatial-frequency band, analysis by cortical simplecell mechanisms is superseded by complex-cell analysis. This hypothesized processing switch would forfeit information about the details of individual elements in favor of the economy of coding a summary or statistical representation of salient stimulus information. We will argue later that such a mechanism is most likely to operate in the parafoveal and peripheral visual fields.
A satisfactory model must explain the major results of our psychophysical investigation: (1) the power-law relationship between element space constant and coherence limit, (2) the vertical displacement of curves for different element types (Gabor, D6, DOG), and (3) the minimal effect of varying Gabor carrier spatial frequency over a 3-octave range. Our final observation, the contrast independence of the coherence limit over the range tested (15%-60%), is built into our model in the form of a contrast-gain control.
The model we have developed (figure 6) has five stages. (i) Front-end linear filtering by oriented units. In keeping with many models of the early stages of pattern analysis, the model we elaborate below takes as its first stage linear filtering through a bank of orientation and spatial-frequency-tuned filters. These are equated conceptually with the receptive fields of cortical simple cells. Similar filtering mechanisms provide a model for the subunits of cortical complex-cell receptive fields.
In the simulation described below we have used a single first-stage linear filter and the DOG model proposed by Wilson et al (Phillips and Wilson 1984; Wilson et al 1983) . We chose a single filter with a peak spatial frequency of 4 cycles deg -1 and a bandwidth of 1.5 octaves, which is the average measured for cortical cells (DeValois et al 1982) . Such a filter would be expected to respond to some degree to all the stimuli presented here although certainly more strongly to some than to others. While in all models of this general class it is assumed that filter size at a given retinal eccentricity varies, either in discrete steps or in continuous fashion, we have chosen to focus our modeling on a single spatial scale. Clearly, if all the data can be predicted on the basis of responses on a single scale, appropriate parameter choices could reproduce this result on other scales. Because our stimulus arrays consisted of elements with parametric variation limited to the horizontal dimension, our simulation was also restricted to one-dimensional arrays. Therefore, the equation for the first-stage filters takes the form
Parameter values were taken from Wilson (1991).
(ii) Contrast normalization. As the data indicate that our measured variable, the coherence limit, is insensitive to contrast variation over a suprathreshold range, this implies that some form of contrast normalization or gain control is operative. In the model, this is accomplished by normalizing the outputs of the first-stage filter to a maximum value of 1. As all stimulus elements in the array had the same contrast, this simple normalization rule is equivalent to division by the net activity pooled over a suitable range.
(iii) Rectification. As complex cells have been shown to incorporate a nonlinear pooling of subunit responses (Movshon et al 1978) , we have chosen full-wave rectification to represent the nonlinearity preceding pooling. The visual system contains both on-center and off-center neurons sampling the same region of visual space, so full-wave rectification can be easily accomplished physiologically by pooling on and off responses from neurons having otherwise identical receptive-field characteristics and locations. Rather than employing full-wave rectification, we might alternatively have chosen half-wave rectification, as certain aspects of texture perception have been shown to involve halfwave rectification (Sperling et al 1994) . For our stimuli, however, models involving half-wave rectification produce essentially identical results to full-wave models, so we focus here on the latter.
(iv) Complex-cell spatial pooling. The normalized, rectified outputs of the first-stage filtering process are then passed through a second filtering stage to model the combining of subunits within a complex-cell receptive field. The subunit responses are summed according to a Gaussian weighting function over an area defined by the space constant of the Gaussian, which may be thought of as a measure of the width of the complexcell receptive field (see figure 6 ). For the results reported below a space constant of 0.6 deg was found to produce the best data fits.
(v) Decision process. In applying this model to our data, we propose that where complex cells are active over a continuous stretch of visual field, the percept supported is one of texture. We further propose that complex cells, when activated, suppress the activity of simple cells covering the same region of visual space through local inhibitory networks. Where the threshold for complex-cell activation across a region is not met, simple-cell activity underlies the resulting percept, which is of isolated pattern elements.
To model the decision process of the subject, we examine the response of the complex cells which would be expected to produce the minimal response across a stimulus array, namely those with receptive fields centered exactly midway between two stimulus elements. When the activation of these units falls below the complex-cell threshold (see below), simple-cell activity ensues, corresponding to the judgment "does not cohere". However, when the most weakly stimulated complex cells, and thus all complex cells, give responses above this threshold, the model generates complex-cell activity across the stimulus array, corresponding to the judgment of coherence. We applied our model to the group data set (figure 2, lower panel; reproduced in figure 7a ). The simulated stimulus array contained ten elements, enough to extend well beyond the complex-cell summation area, even for the smallest elements and closest spacings tested. There are only two parameters which can vary in the model: the space constant for complex-cell Gaussian pooling and the gain of the complex cell. Simulation with a range of space constants showed that a space constant of 0.6 deg produced the best data fits, and those results are plotted. The gain of the complex cell was adjusted to give a response equal to unity at the experimentally measured threshold for the Gabor array with a x =0.19 deg (indicated by the arrow in figure 7a) , and predictions at all other points were computed with all parameters fixed. The simulation was run to obtain coherence-limit estimates (ie complex-cell responses = 1) for all other stimulus conditions. The results of the simulation are presented in figure 7a as crosses joined by heavy lines; the group means for each stimulus condition are indicated by open symbols. Clearly the basic features of the data are captured by the simulation. For each element type, the estimated thresholds are well fit by a power law, with slopes closely approximating those of the data (table 1) . Second, the simulated results for the three element types show the same pattern of displacement on the ordinate, with DOG elements giving the largest coherence limits and Gabor elements the smallest for a given value of G. The greatest disparities between simulated and experimental thresholds were for the largest DOG elements (11%) and the smallest Gabor elements (14%).
The same model parameters were used to simulate the data for Gabor elements of different carrier spatial frequencies. The results of this simulation are shown in figure 7b. Again the model captures the basic pattern of the data, indicating a slight negative slope (-0.19 ) in the function relating carrier spatial frequency to coherence limit. Thus, we conclude that our data on the transition from element to texture perception in one-dimensional arrays can be explained quantitatively by the onset of complex-cell activity across the stimulus array.
Extension to two dimensions and two orientations
Texture is inherently two dimensional. Therefore, it is important to consider whether the one-dimensional analysis we have undertaken is indeed relevant to understanding the percept of two-dimensional textures. Moreover, natural textures are rarely constrained to a single orientation; more frequently they contain a broad spectrum of orientation information. Man-made textures (plaids, for example) may contain a more limited range, but these often include orientations that lie orthogonal to one another. In the following section we present the results of a preliminary examination of two-dimensional patterns using our texture/element classification paradigm, which we have carried out at the suggestion of a reviewer.
In extending this paradigm to two dimensions, a number of changes had to be made which make it difficult to directly compare the outcome to the one-dimensional analysis conducted above. First, it was necessary to alter the shape of the stimulus elements to make them circular so that changes in spacing relative to element size would be the same in orthogonal orientations. We have used Gabor elements in this experiment, and have made the ratio of y to x space constants 1 : 1 (it was 3 : 1 in the earlier parts of the study). However, making this change broadens the orientation bandwidth of the elements. Second, our original stimulus was constrained to lie outside the fovea. In the following experiment, we have centered the stimulus at the fovea so that it extends symmetrically into upper and lower visual fields as well as into left and right lateral fields as it did originally. Because we have found in other circumstances that texture-coherence thresholds may be eccentricity dependent (Wilkinson and Peterson 1989) , this means that direct quantitative comparisons between the coherence thresholds obtained here and in the one-dimensional study above may not be meaningful. For the present, our purpose is to address the issue of whether qualitatively similar performance occurs for two-dimensional textures, and what role the orientation characteristics of the elements play in the process.
The stimulus elements were Gabor patches with the same characteristics as those in the main experiment except for the change to the 1 : 1 ratio in space constants (<7 Y , a v ) which were now both 0.19 deg. Carrier spatial frequency was 6.6 cycles deg" 1 , contrast was 0.6, and interelement spacings were identical between vertically and horizontally aligned elements. The four conditions tested are displayed schematically in figure 8. Although only a 3 x 3 patch of elements is shown, all arrays in this study consisted of five rows and eight columns of elements. In the checkerboard condition, the contrast of every second element is reduced to 0. Thresholds for these stimuli are reported as the center-to-center spacing between nominal element locations (ie between a visible element and the neighboring zero-contrast element). Two subjects (FW and JC) who participated in the one-dimensional study and one new subject (HRW) participated in this experiment.
Results
The findings for subject FW tested on the baseline (BL) condition (see figure 8) with elements of the same three sizes (G X ) used in the one-dimensional strings are shown in figure 9a . As in the main part of this study (see figure 3) , coherence was found to vary as a power function of space constant. In this case the exponent of the power function was 0.67, close to the value measured for this and other subjects with onedimensional textures (see The performance of all three subjects tested on the various conditions involving two orientations was very similar, so these results are presented as group means in figure 9b. Coherence thresholds for patterns consisting of elements of one (BL) or two orientations, [basketweave (BW), alternating rows (AR)] were very similar. Two subjects in fact showed slightly higher thresholds for the BW, indicating that the percept of texture was retained at slightly greater interelement distances; however, as this effect was small and not shown by the third subject, its significance if any awaits further study. The critical point is that these thresholds were not reduced, as would be predicted if information about only a single orientation were included in this pooling. While we must be cautious in making quantitative comparisons between these thresholds and the one-dimensional thresholds obtained in the main experiment, the thresholds obtained here are in fact quite similar to those reported above for one-dimensional arrays with the same space constant.
When alternate elements were omitted (0 contrast) forming checkerboard patterns, thresholds were reduced. The thresholds were on average 81% of the baseline thresholds. On purely geometric considerations, one would predict a reduction to 71% which would bring elements along the diagonal to the same spacing as the baseline threshold. Thus the shift is in the predicted direction but not quite as large as expected. More detailed examination of the pooling function in two dimensions awaits further research.
In summary, this extension of our work to two dimensions and two orientations produces two clear conclusions. Thresholds for two-dimensional textures are quite similar to those for elements spaced along a single dimension, and the power-function relationship between element size and coherence limit also holds in the two-dimensional situation. Second, elements of two orthogonal orientations can contribute equivalently to the decision process, at least when their relative number is balanced.
Discussion
The ease with which our subjects performed the coherence-classification task and the minimal variability in coherence thresholds across sessions for a given stimulus condition strongly suggest that this judgment reflects a binary switching mechanism in the underlying neural hardware rather than a purely high-level perceptual judgment open to semantic and other cognitive influences. Despite the fact that the simple bandpass elements making up our arrays are somewhat artificial, and in fact could each be considered to be a small textural patch in and of itself, the perceptual quality of the overall array changed as a function of interelement spacing in a manner that was highly consistent both within and across subjects. This gives us confidence that the class of stimulus arrays that the visual system treats as textures can be defined in part in terms of their spatial parameters. Furthermore, as described later in this discussion, there are also objective quantitative consequences of a switch from element to texture processing.
Texture and complex cells
Textural analysis contributes in at least three ways to our perception of the visual world. It provides surface descriptions, conveying global qualities such as coarseness. These descriptions in turn provide a basis for detecting object boundaries preattentively, including the boundaries between two textured surfaces. Last, extraction of gradients in texture provides information about object shape-the slant and curvature of surfaces. Psychophysical and computational analyses of each of these textural functions have emphasized the basic nonlinearities inherent in texture processing in the visual system (Bergen and Landy 1991; Fogel and Sagi 1989; Graham et al 1992; Malik and Perona 1990; Sakai and Finkel 1995; Sperling et al 1994; Wilson and Richards 1992) . Local detail and local featural configurations are lost in the process of deriving global descriptors.
The cortical complex cell, as described initially by Wiesel (1962, 1968 ) and characterized more extensively by other investigators (Lehky et al 1992; Movshon et al 1978; Spitzer and Hochstein 1985; Szulborski and Palmer 1990) , is well suited to perform the spatial-pooling operations built into texture models including our own. This point has been recognized explicitly in recent models by Bergen (1991) , Graham (1991) , Sakai and Finkel (1995) , and others. Complex cells are phase insensitive: the preferred stimulus can appear anywhere within the receptive field and there is pooling of the simultaneous responses of subunits. The cost of this pooling is the loss of information about the position and number of points of stimulation within the pooling area.
There is considerable evidence that complex cells in the visual cortex are indeed well stimulated by textural stimuli. Early work in this vein involved textures composed of random noise (Hammond and MacKay 1977) ; more recently, microelement texture arrays (Nothdurft and Li 1984) and other complex textures (eg Lehky et al 1992) have been found to be effective stimuli for complex cells in both cat and primate cortex. Furthermore, Burr et al (1981) have presented evidence suggesting that cat cortical simple cells do not respond well to two-dimensional textures because of inhibition from complex cells.
However, our findings with two-dimensional stimuli indicate that complex cells, as they are usually conceived, cannot provide the whole explanation for our data. Complex cells have typically been described as showing orientation tuning Wiesel 1962, 1968) and it has been suggested that their receptive fields are composed of subunits which all share approximately the same orientation selectivity (Movshon et al 1978; Spitzer and Hochstein 1985) . However, in our experiments with two-dimensional stimuli it was clear that the pooling underlying the percept of texture could occur even over patches of orthogonal orientation. If we accept for the moment the idea that the textural percept involves activation of a spatial-pooling mechanism, what do these new findings tell us about its nature? There would seem to be two possibilities. Either there exists a class of pooling units which have as their inputs oriented subunits of all orientations, or alternatively the pooling units have as their subunits nonoriented or weakly orientation-tuned mechanisms (eg LGN or nonoriented VI layer-4 cells might act as the inputs). The latter possibility has been included in the texture model of Malik and Perona (1990) .
When one carefully examines the electrophysiological literature on primate complex cells, it becomes clear that the range of orientation tuning of such units is actually quite broad when tested with traditional line and grating stimuli, and that what are referred to as 'complex cells' may constitute a very nonhomogeneous population (Dow 1974; Poggio 1972; Schiller et al 1976) . On the basis of white-noise analysis, Szulborski and Palmer (1990) have reported that a small number of the complex cells they studied had circular subregions. Finally, in a very interesting study in which neural networks were trained on the basis of the responses of actual complex cells to a wide stimulus range, the predicted 'optimal stimuli' for the cells, as determined by inverting the network models, were complex two-dimensional patterns with little evidence of simple orientation tuning (Lehky et al 1992) . Thus it seems that within the class of what have been termed complex cells in the literature, a small proportion may be responsive to a very broad range of component orientations. Such cells could support the grouping that is apparent in our multiorientation textures.
There are additional reasons to think that mechanisms pooling nonoriented or weakly oriented inputs may play a role in texture analysis. In developmental studies of texture segmentation in both human infants (Atkinson and Braddick 1992; Sireteanu and Rieth 1992) and kittens (Wilkinson and Lessard 1995) there is clear evidence that the ability to segregate textures on the basis of differences in element size or element density appears at an earlier developmental stage than segmentation based on regional orientation differences. One interpretation of these findings is that the later-developing skill depends on the development of mechanisms which pool similar orientation information across space and which detect orientation contrast across larger spatial regions, whereas the earlier-developing skills depend on pooling of nonoriented inputs. Second, in studies of segregation of complex textures, Graham and her colleagues have provided evidence that the first-stage mechanisms providing the input to the 'complex channels' of their texture model show broad orientation tuning, with measurable effects up to 90° in some subjects (Graham et al 1993) . Units with this breadth of tuning and with a preferred orientation at 45° would respond to both vertical and horizontal components of our stimuli. While Graham does not equate the 'complex channels' with complex cells because the receptive fields of her units include inhibitory as well as excitatory domains, complex cells might serve as subunits to this higher level of texture analysis.
However, other recent studies from our laboratory clearly indicate the contribution of more strongly oriented as well as nonoriented pooling mechanisms. Using onedimensional Gabor arrays similar to those in the main part of the present study, we have found that the perceived contrast and the perceived spatial frequency of the central element of such an array are altered by the presence of near neighbors (Ellemberg et al 1998) . The critical spacing for this shift in percept was very similar to the texturecoherence thresholds measured here for a stimulus array placed at the same location in the visual field as the one-dimensional array in the present study. Second, in a lateralmasking paradigm we have found that increment thresholds for detecting changes in the contrast and spatial frequency of the central element in a string are strongly affected by the proximity of neighboring elements (Wilkinson et al 1997) . In both the lateralmasking and the perceived-contrast and spatial-frequency studies, we assessed the orientation tuning of the phenomena and found evidence of strong orientation selectivity: the effects were considerably reduced when the orientation of the surrounding elements was rotated by 90°. While we do not have direct evidence that these phenomena are based on the same neural mechanism as the one-dimensional coherence thresholds measured above, the similarity in results in terms of critical spacing strongly suggests this possibility. Therefore, we would propose that complex cells with a considerable range of orientation specificities underlie the percept of textural coherence.
One important issue which remains to be resolved is the nature of the nonlinearity in the spatial pooling which underlies texture coherence. In our one-dimensional model we used full-wave rectification but, as we pointed out above, half-wave rectification would provide an equally satisfactory description of our data. There is evidence (Sperling et al 1994) that both forms of nonlinearity occur in texture processing. Malik and Perona (1990) have pointed out that half-wave rectification is necessary although not sufficient to explain the segregation of textures of even-symmetric elements on the basis of the luminance polarity of their centers (see Malik and Perona 1990, figure 4 ). Half-wave rectification might also provide an explanation for the marked reduction in lateral masking seen when surround elements differ in luminance polarity from the target (Kooi et al 1994) .
Textures and texture segmentation
The stimuli used in the present work were restricted to a narrow spatial-frequency band, and therefore we limited our modeling to a single spatial channel. However, complex textures typically contain energy at a wide range of spatial frequencies and orientations, and several models of textural analysis incorporate parallel first-stage filtering mechanisms at several scales and orientations, with spatial pooling occurring within each (Bergen and Landy 1991; Fogel and Sagi 1989; Graham et al 1992; Malik and Perona 1990; Wilson and Richards 1992 ). Extending our model to a multichannel situation, we would speculate that the percept of texture arises whenever information within one of these channels is dense enough to activate complex cells across the stimulus array.
And what of texture segmentation? While continuous activation of complex cells would signal a texture, an abrupt break in this activation or a switch in the relative pattern of activation across channels would signal a texture boundary. If the pooling area for complex units were inversely related to their optimal spatial frequency, then the finer the scale at which the information critical for segmentation is encoded, the closer together must the elements lie for segmentation to be supported. Otherwise, the complex pooling stage would not be activated. Thus an array could generate a percept of texture on one spatial scale but an element percept on a higher scale. If the information necessary for detecting a discontinuity in such an array were present only on the higher spatial scale, we conjecture that preattentive segmentation would be impossible. An example of such a pattern may be found in figure 5.6 of Bergen (1991).
A motion-domain analogue
The finding of an abrupt change in percept as the spacing between elements is increased has an interesting analogue in the motion domain. Boulton and Baker (1993) , using stimuli very similar to the Gabor arrays of the present study in a two-flash apparent-motion paradigm, found an abrupt transition in the quality of motion processing when the spacing of Gabor elements exceeded a critical value. D max , the maximum displacement between flashes for which motion direction can accurately be determined, was found to depend on different stimulus properties above and below this critical density. Specifically, at high element densities, D max was found to be dependent on the spatial frequency of the carrier grating. In accordance with a model involving first-order or Fourier motion energy, direction-discrimination performance improved at displacements of up to a value of about 0.25 cycles, and at somewhat greater offsets motion reversal was perceived. On the other hand, below the critical density limit, D max performance ceased to be governed by Gabor spatial frequency, depending instead on the center-to-center spacing between Gabor elements. This was interpreted by Boulton and Baker as evidence of second-order motion or non-Fourier motion processing of these stimuli.
As in our study, Boulton and Baker found that the appropriate measure of density was the reciprocal of element spacing along a row orthogonal to the orientation of the Gabors (ie along the axis of motion). The critical spacing for the switch over was found to depend on the space constant or envelope size of the Gabor elements. As element size increased, the critical spacing increased. The similarity to the present data is quantitative as well as qualitative. In figure 10 , critical spacings (texture-coherence thresholds) for Gabor elements from the present study and critical spacings for the switch in motion processing taken from the study by Boulton and Baker are plotted together against Gabor space constant. Despite minor differences in stimulus configuration/^ there is remarkable similarity in the relationship between element space constant (2) and critical interelement spacing. This suggests that stimuli seen statically as textures would exhibit first-order-motion properties in an apparent-motion paradigm. Whether these are spatial and temporal manifestations of a single underlying neural mechanism or the output of two parallel mechanisms with similar spatial properties cannot be determined from the available data. However, complex cells, which form the basis of our model of texture grouping, are also given a prominent role in a number of motion models (eg Emerson et al 1992) . Figure 10 . The critical separations for textural grouping of Gabor patches (group data from figure 2) are plotted with the critical separations for the switch in motion mechanisms as calculated from the data of Boulton and Baker (1993) .
(1) Three rows of elements rather than a single row above and below fixation; element contrast of 0.20 versus 0.60 in the present study.
(2) The Gabor space constant is defined as 2 l/2 v by Boulton and Baker and as a in the present study; the appropriate adjustment has been made in converting their stimulus values to visual angles.
Texture and peripheral vision
The stimuli in both our one-dimensional and our two-dimensional arrays cover a considerable range of retinal eccentricities. In our earlier work with broadband textures, we used a procedure of masking selected parts of the visual field and found evidence that coherence thresholds increased with increasing retinal eccentricity. Whether this will prove to be true for these narrow-band stimuli remains to be determined in future research. In our related lateral-masking work (Wilkinson et al 1997) , in which the target is precisely localized, the spatial zone over which lateral masking was found to occur did increase with eccentricity in parafoveal and peripheral vision as has been reported in other studies (eg Andriessen and Bouma 1976) . Lateral masking in our Gabor arrays disappeared in the fovea.
The model we have proposed includes a switching mechanism in the form of mutual inhibition between simple and complex cells. The lateral-masking findings lead us to suggest that this mutual inhibition is strongest outside the fovea, whereas both pooling (texture) and nonpooling forms of analysis may operate together in foveal vision. One implication of this peripheral switch is that not only is information about individual elements not available to tasks that use the texture-analysis architecture; it may be lost to the visual system entirely. It might be asked why peripheral simple cells should be inhibited when complex cells are activated, as this apparently represents a loss of valuable information. Some insight is provided here by anatomical considerations. Beyond eccentricities of 4 deg in peripheral retina, there are fewer ganglion cells than bipolars (Wassle et al 1994) , so information compression is built into the anatomy of the peripheral visual system even in the retina. More importantly, retrograde-tracer studies have shown that there are 3-6 times more cortical neurons per foveal ganglion cell than there are per peripheral ganglion cell (Azzopardi and Cowey 1993) . This means that peripheral cortex must be limited in its information-processing capacities relative to the foveal representation. The physiological switch we have proposed would permit economy of coding in the visual periphery by compressing the description of densely redundant stimuli into the complex-cell representation suggested above.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the percept of texture breaks down at a clearly measurable spatial limit which, for our band-limited arrays, varies as a function of the size of the elements. Since the visual processing of elements appears to differ on either side of this coherence boundary, it would seem important to give greater consideration to the spatial properties of textures than has generally been done in previous texture research.
